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	Navigate the complex financial close process and learn how to address regulatory requirements, manage disclosure management, and report results to key stakeholders. Written for business process owners, finance directors, and managers, this book will teach you how to optimize the financial close process within your organization. Develop a single financial close workflow with this end-to-end overview and close your books faster!


	

	* Close process: from financial accounting to corporate entity and closing

	* SAP financial solutions: integration of FI, CO, and Disclosure Management

	* Workflow, regulatory, and reporting requirements


	

	A Financial Close Action Plan

	Learn how to build a business case, create a clear action plan for your financial close process, and avoid common barriers.


	Real Time Visibility

	Visualize your financial close success and identify issues with real-time analysis and the Financial Closing cockpit.


	Reporting

	Proactively address disclosure management and weather regulatory change with finesse and flexibility.


	* General Ledger close

	* Controlling close

	* Inventory management

	* Intercompany reconcilliation

	* Process governance

	* Financial consolidation

	* Disclosure management

	* Financial reporting

	* Entity close management
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Digital Design and Computer ArchitectureMorgan Kaufmann, 2007

	Digital Design and Computer Architecture is designed for courses that combine digital logic design with computer organization/architecture or that teach these subjects as a two-course sequence. Digital Design and Computer Architecture begins with a modern approach by rigorously covering the fundamentals of digital logic design...
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VMware ESX Server: Advanced Technical Design Guide (Advanced Technical Design Guide series)Brian Madden Company, 2005
Detailing the design and deployment of a VMware ESX Server environment, and written from the practical experience of proven VMware engineers, this book provides IT architects with the insight needed to tackle tough design issues such as ESX Server security, network and SAN design, host hardware selection, guest selection and configuration,...
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The Common Language Infrastructure Annotated StandardAddison Wesley, 2003
The Common Language Infrastructure Annotated Standard is the definitive guide to understanding the annotated specification for the Common Language Infrastructure (CLI) standard. With annotations and code samples from both the ECMA standards committee and the Microsoft Common Language Runtime (CLR) team, this book goes...
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An Introduction to the Chemistry of the SeaCambridge University Press, 2013

	Fully updated and expanded, this new edition provides students with an accessible introduction to marine chemistry. It highlights geochemical interactions between the ocean, solid earth, atmosphere and climate, enabling students to appreciate the interconnectedness of Earth's processes and systems and elucidates the huge variations in the...
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Learn Excel from Mr. Excel: 277 Excel Mysteries SolvedHoly Macro! Books, 2005
Containing 277 business case studies that illustrate nearly every aspect of Excel, this book presents real-life business problems and works them through to their solutions. In addition to exemplary solutions, each case analysis considers alternate approaches and gotchas, and includes a summary of the necessary commands and functions. Excel...
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Determining Health ExpectanciesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003

	Health expectancies were developed to address the important question of whether or not we are exchanging longer life for poorer health - replacing quality by quantity.

	Health expectancies extend the concept of life expectancy to morbidity and disability by providing a means of dividing life expectancy into life spent in various states...
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